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Luen Yang began drawing comic strips in fifth grade and started publishing 
under the alias of Humble Comics in 1996. In 1997 Yang received the Xeric 
a prestigious comics industry grant, and under its auspice published Gordon 

cuu<JCluu'Lu and the King of the Geeks (2004). He is the author of several comic books: 
Kingdom (illustration by Derek Kirk Kim, 1999), The Rosary Comic Book 

Loyola Chin and the San Peligran Order (2004), and The Eternal Smile: 
Stories (coauthored with Derek KirkKim, 2009). His graphic novel, American 

Chinese (2006) is the winner of the Printz Award. In 2008 Yang published "The 
um • .-rtP« One," a fourteen-page black-and-white comic tale that app'ears..in Up An 

an anthology of young adult short stories. Beginning November 9, 2008, Yang 
an eighteen-week comic series, Prime Baby, on the Funny Pages section of 

New York Times In addition, Yang has made many appearances 
!uczcJnu•u· 1" at conferences, ,interviews, library festivals, reading events, book signings; 

other programs where he' has discussed. not only his works but also the role of 
how to use in education, Chtitese American heritage, and multicultural 

adults. He created and his personal website: www.hum-
lleccJmtcs.c:om that includes his profile, publications, links to cartoonists, comics pub-

and distributors, and oiher comics-related websites. He maintains a blog on his 
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Gene Luen Yang's American Born Chinese1 is an important cross-cultural rPu .... 

.t of the classic Monkey King story for young adult readers.2 Through juxtaposing 
Monkey King with the toy the suburban single-family house with · 
Chinatown herbalist store, American school with. Chinese heritage, Yang's 
explores the possibility and process for an adolescent t9 define his or her ....... 
identity. As the first graphic noveP to win the An;l.erican Library 
Michael L. Printz Award for Excellence in Young Adult Literature and to oec:orn,fi'i 
National Book Award Finalist in the young people's literature category, ,....,,0 .. .,.,. 

'·J Born Chinese enjoyed a stunning success shortly after its publication.
4 
In adrditJion 

! receiving many impressive awards, this work has been praised in ·numerous 

reviews.5 

Upon first reading, Yang's book seems to include three story lines. Story 
reimagines the Monkey King, a popular character originating from Chinese 
lore, and retells his story with a contemporary American spin. Story Two traces 
experience of Jin Wang, a schoolboy whose parents are immigrants from 
Jin's narrative begins when his family moves from San Francisco's Chinatown to 
all-white suburb at the beginning of third grade. Story Three documents a visit 
Chin-Kee, a composite of racial stereotypes of Chinese, to his seemingly 
cousin, Danny. Chin-Kee's annual visits mark Danny as an embarrassing 
at school. Although the book presents three tales, a careful reading unites 
stories into a coherent whole. 

Presenting its intertwined story lines in the form of a graphic novel for 
adults, American Born Chinese lends itself readily to the study of 
mation, identity politics, ethnicity, childhood, and adolescence through textual 
well as visual representations. A fiction with autobiographical ingredients, the 
incorporates some of the author's personal experiences. There are multiple 
matic elements running through the story lines: transformation and identity, 
udice and acceptance, and the dual cultural heritage of being an American-
Chinese.6 It is worth noting that by choosing the term "American born vuu•'-•''" 

instead of the more inclusive and commonly used "Chinese American," Yang 
erately draws a distinction between the American-born generation and their 
grant parents. Such a choice speaks to the specific struggle over identity 
belonging represented by his characters Jin and Danny in the American school 
vironment. Yang's portrayal of the young characters' constant struggle and 
to "fit in" at school also contributes to its appeal to young adult readers, of• ·11111

'-''w 

heritage and otherwise. The opening chapter on the Monkey King introduces 
primary themes and sets the book's overall narrative tone. 

American Born Chinese retells the Chinese folk story of the Monkey King in 
new light in terms of both its content and format. This graphic novel 
traditional Chinese folklore and transplants the celebrated character of the rv .. ,. ... -, 

King into a contemporary Chinese American context. A favorite character for 
dren as well as adults in Chinese folklore, literature, and media, the Monkey King 
traditionally perceived as an antiauthoritarian figure who was born out of a rock. 
and who has the capabilities to transform into different shapes, to fly over long .• 

an 
long-lasting popularity and has been rewritten in many different 

in China. 
various cultural elements and sources have enriched the character 

· King, the most important text establishing this figure's far-reaching 
is a one-hundred-chapter novel, Xi you ji (The Journey to the West, sixteenth 

), one of four major classic Chinese novels.7 Despite the scarce evidence 
in premodern and differences among contemporary scholars, 
have generally attnbuted the authorship of this novel to Wu Cheng' en (ca. 

1582).8 The Journey to the West has some loose historical basis in the 
-year pilgrimage of the monk Xuanzang (also known as Tripitaka or 

"a ........ n, 596-664) to India in search of Buddhist scriptures from 629 to 
historical journey is of significance in setting the terms for the 

fertilization that the story After returning from his trip, 
.. devoted his time to translating the scriptures. He is a well-known 

·• figure in Chinese Buddhism.9 It is believed that Wu Cheng' en devel-
.xuanzang:s story into a colorful riovel, most likely based on previous ver-
. both and oral. 10 In this novel, the disciples who accompany 

on his Journey are Sun Wukong, Zhu Wuneng, and Sha Wujing (com-
known as Monkey, Pigsy, and Sandy or Sun Xingzhe, Zhu Bajie, and Sha 

respectively). .· , 
once an adventure story, a fantasy, and a satire, The Journey to the West 

countless Buddhist elements, practices, and allusions as well as Taoist 
ideas, and beliefs. The original plotline of the novel narrates how under 

the Guanyin appointed Xuanzang for the 
to gave hun three disciples who need to atone their past sins 

and assist him. The novel portrays dozens of geographical locations and 
of characters. Before even introducing the nominal main character 
the book spends seven chapters telling the story of the Monkey King: 

accompany on his journey. The stone-born Monkey followed 
master to acqmre outstanding martial skills and the ability to fly a"ud 

shape. Because Monkey caused tremendous disturbance in heaven the 
confined him under the Wuxing Mountain for five hundred years 

saved him. On their long way to the West, Xuanzang was captured and 
threatened times _by various demons, monsters, ogres, humans, 

m the wild. Monkey, together with Pigsy and Sandy and 
. w1th gmdance or assistance of the Bodhisatvva Guanyin, fought 

those hosttle forces: Most of the calamities turned out to be challenges and 
that. Xuanzan.g had to overcome to attain Buddhahood. At the end, Monkey 

Immortality and became a Buddha,-lt is Wu Cheng' en who portrayed the 
Monkey as the "real hero" in his work of fantasy" and defined 

heroic character "in terms of his spiritual detachment, his prankish humor, his 
. energy, and his passionate devotion to his master" (Hsia 130, 115). The Jour-
to the West sets up the stage for the immense appeal of the Monkey .. 



snickers, and the· exaggerated capitalized font of "HA HA " h · · - ·-, , emp astzmg the 
that other characters do not take him .. seriously and his defense is futile · 
thoroughly embarrassed and enraged, the Monkey King storms a . b d . . cross 

eats up and <!Ijd destroys the dinner party before returnin 
In an attempt to remedy his humiliation g 

the detty party and hts monkey identity, the Monkey Ki:fig not only decides to 
shoes after that but also orders all his subjects to follow his lead. After d' · d · · d . spen mg 

ays trammg an mghts meditating, he adopts the title of"The Great Sage E a1 
I_Ieaven" and officially declares: "I am not a monkey" (62 ). Before this ' qu 

from monkey to "more-than-monkey," the Monkey King is portrayed 
tbly shorter than the deities and guards in heaven. Afterward, however, in the as 
he more human-like, not only wearing shoes but also much taller than 
subJects. Then the Monkey King makes an effort to introduce his newly 

11.2.' From Chinese 14-15. Copyright © Gene Luen Yang, 2oo6 . 
. , j Repnnted permission of First Second Books, an imprint of Roaring Brook Press, . 
b _ a dtvlSlon of Holtzbrinck Publishing Holdings Limited Partnership. 
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to others by force and consequently causes tremendous chaos in heaven. As 
he is confined under a mountain of rocks with a seal that prevents him 

utilizing his martial skills. He does not gain freedom again until five hundred 
later when-although pride makes him nearly lose his only chance for 

scar>e--n€ finally makes peace with his monkey identity and embarks on a pil-
to the West as one ofWong Lai-Tsao's disciples. After completing the jour-

successfully, the Monkey King achieves Buddhahood . 
. Yang developed his interest in the Monkey King shortly after he started creating 

· but he also realized that this character had been particularly popular among 
comic artists who had already created composite images of this character.

13 

, Yang decided to give his story an Asian American spin by reimagining 
Monkey King as a character self::-doubt, propelling him to use 
transforming abilities as a coping mechanism. The-author perceives the Monkey 

s struggle as "a stand-in for Asian Americans and anyone else who has been on 
minority side of a minority-majority dynamic" (Yang 2008). The exclusion that 
Monkey King receives from deity hierarchy in heaven and his ability to transform . ' 



into different shapes metaphorically echoes the difficulties that Yang's secor:d" 
tagonist, Jin Wang, encounters at school as well as his attempts to solve his 
problem. 

Just like the Monkey Kingt )in has.!g figure out how to come to terms with 
American-born-Chinese idep.tity, how to face racial stereotypes at school, how' 
make friends, and how to avoid such labels as "chink". and "geek." Told in a 
person narrative, the story of Jin begins to unfold in the second chapter of 
can Born Chinese. Son of an engineer father and a librarian mother who are 
immigrants from China, Jin finds that his life takes a dramatic turn after his 
moves out of Chinatown into a predominantly Caucasian neighborhood. The 
first morning, though well intentioned, his teacher mispronounces his name, 
identifies his origin, and promotes stereotypes about people of Chinese 
Not surprisingly, from his first day at Mayflower Elementary School (a 
reference to the English pilgrim settlement in Massachusetts in 1620 that calls 
the reader's attention to the United States' immigration history), Jin is teased 
tormented by other children because of his differences. Things go further . 
in seventh grade when he falls in love with a Caucasian classmate, Amelia 
Like the Monkey King, Jin strives to deny who he is and to assimilate as 
possible, so much so that he actually becomes a different person. Yang uses 
large panel that occupies the whole page to portray Jin's transformation. 
rating the written character bian in traditional Chinese (meaning "to Ln<mgt:, 

transform") and the Chinatown herbalist's wife-a character introduced--···-···:-
the book-as part of the visual representation, the panel portrays Jin's traJnst<lr!ll 
ing process from a yellow-skinned and boy to a fair-skinned 
blonde teenager (fig. 11.3). The character's facial features change from an 
sion of confusion and sadness to that of surprise. The question, "Now what . 
you like to become," included in a dialogue balloon speaks of Jin's mentality: 
the time, however, he does not realize the risk of taking on the role of a 
former, turning himself into an all-American boy and adopting the new name 
Danny. 

When Jin's family lived in an apartment near San Francisco's Chinatown, 
would wait in the front room while his mother visited the herbalist, and he 
talked to the herbalist's wife while she figured sums on her abacus. One day, 
hearing Tin's desire to become a transformer, the herbalist's wife revealed a 
to the young boy: "It's easy to become anything you wish ... so long as 
willing to forfeit your soul" (29). Her image and the "click, clack" sound of 
abacus incorporated into Tin-turning-into-Danny transforming process · 
the reader of her warning. Just as wearing shoes and creating a new title do not 
the Monkey King deny his monkey identity, the all-American appearance and 
name do not solve Tin/Danny's problem. 

Starting in eighth grade, Danny's Chinese cousin Chin-Kee, a reminder 

II PDanny'sdChinese _haleritage, comes to visit and attends school with him each 
ortraye as a raCI stereotype composite, Chin-Kee has slanted eyes and 

and wears a pigtail hairstyle, Chinese shirt, and cloth shoes; his luggage .-."""'"·-· 

11.3. From American Born Chinese 194. Copyright © Gene Luen Yang 2006. 
with the permission of First Second Books, an imprint of Roaring Brook Press, 
a division of Holtzbrinck Publishing Holdings Limited Partnership. 

of Chinese takeout food (fig. 11.4). Yang uses a series of "HA HA" and 
CLAP" at the bottom border of the page to highlight the humorous effect of 

This establishing image leads the way to many other panels portraying 
s appearance, manners, and actions. Attaching humor to Chin-Kee's 
and behavior, Yang plays with the discomfort associated with indulging 

by making Chin-Kee hilarious through exaggeration and deliberate ref-
to the commonly recognizable racial stereotypes, including those rooted in 

history from the nineteenth century and more recent examples such 
. . Americans being the model minority_ particularly with regard to their aca-
success. When he followsDannyto school, speaks Pidgin English, 
· fried cat gizzards with noodles for lunch, and knows all the academic 

well; everything about Chin-Kee el)lbarrasses Danny. When the conflict 
the cousins escalates toward the end of the book, Chin-Kee and Danny get 



Figure 11.4. From American Born Chinese 48. Copyright © Gene Luen Yang 
Reprinted with the permission of First Second Books, an imprint of Roaring Brook 

a division ofHoltzbrinck Publishing Holdings Limited Partnership. 

into a fight with each other, ending with Danny beheading Chin-Kee. 
attacks with "Mongorian foot in face," «Sooshu fist," "Kung pao attack," 
cook palm," "Happy family head bonk," "General Tsao rooster punch," 
special kick in bards," "Peking stike," "Three flavor essence," "Hot and sour 
willy," and "Pimp srap, Hunan style," all of which refer to Chinese food 
Americans. Purposefully linking Chin-Kee's moves to food items downplays 
implication of violence in these action scenes and more importantly encourages 
reader to reconsider racial stereotypes and misconceptions. 

By adopting the commonly recognizable racial stereotypes in portraying 
character Chin-Kee, Yang unavoidably runs the risk of partaking in the 
"a new, "alternative" Orientalism" (Ma 95). Chinese American scholar 
Ma has criticized Amy Tan and Gretchen Schields's picture book, The Chinese 
mese Cat (1994), as an example of racial essentialism that features a mystical 
scape filled with Chinoiserie and ethnic stereotypes: "For someone like Tan 

arsenal in launching an oppositional discourse against Orientalism is cir-
by her American identity, she is bound to duplicate Orientalist prac-

as often as she repudiates them" (Ma uo ). Ma's remarks are arguably applicable 
as well who is also of Chinese heritage and American born. Thus, the ques-

in,presenting the character ofChin-Kee as a caricature is Yang guilty of 
Orientalist stereotypes in the field of young adult literature? 

the young character Jin's coming of age in a graphic novel, Yang's 
itself readily to the study of race, ethnicity, and popular culture. Because 

of American Born Chinese were originally published as a mini-comic and a 
whose audiences are relatively small and usually are made up of sea-

comics readers, Yang did not concern himself about possible misunder-
and criticism of his portrayal ofChin-Kee, whose beheading happens at a 

dramatic moment as the story moves to its closure. Reflecting on this char-
the racial stereotypes that he ha,s after the publication of 
Born Chinese, Yang comments: "For me, Chin-Kee was an exorcism of 

was my chance to gather many of the little pains, annoyances, and embar-
1 experienced as a child; put them into a single character; and behead 

(Yang 2008). 
the book Chin-Kee serves as Danny's conscience and a signpost to his soul. 

uses this provocative character not only to criticize racism with a sense of 
but also to make a connection between history and reality. Historically, po-

,, cartoons and graphic propaganda in the United States employed racist depic-
. of Asians and Asian Americans. Chin-Kee's buckteeth, slit eyes, and pigtail 

help but remind the reader of the derogatory comic images of Chinese and 
Americans in nineteenth-century America; not to mention the fact that his 

• is obviously a play on the racist term "chinky." Chin-Kee's appearance also 
traces from the detective comics in the 1930s when Fu Manchu-like characters .. 

r<>c.•nt.•rl the Chinese, and by extension, all Asian American men. 14 In the realm 
American children's literature, many writers and artists have been working 
own ways to "replace the stereotypical depictions of the Asians and Asian 

that children know best, as ·in what used to pass for Asian American lit-
(de Manuel and Davis viii). As an Asian American writer for young adults, 

exorcises old myths by telling the story of Chin-Kee and reminding the reader 
long-lived racial stereotypes. As Yang's publisher has pointed out: 

is nothing frivolous about the use of the character Chin-Kee. Gene Yang 
very well-better than most, perhaps-what he was invoking with Chin-

Part of what makes American Born Chinese such a persuasive portrait of 
racism-both external and internalized-is the balance it strikes between the 
quiet, "socially fa,ces of racism, and the hidden truth-the figure 
thaf's too embarrassing and too upsetting for most f!Jlks to to look at 

, directly or talk about. Chin-Kee is that figure. And we have to talk about him. 
. Second Books) . . 

usage of easily identified racist images therefore can be viewed as challenging 
misconceptions of Chinese and Chinese Americans that proliferate in 



,ell both historical and contemporary discourse in the United States. As ........ ,u.u:u 

erature author Laurence Yep has stated, it is the interplay between . 
America's peculiar effect upon- drea,mers that has defined the Chinese 
experience (157). Yang's c;eation of Chin-Kee stands the enduring images 

j "Heathen Chinee" and the Chinaman on their heads and provides criticism 
. sual as well as textual representations. In American Born Chinese, the story 

at Chin-Kee's beheading and the revelation that he is actually the Monkey 
a new shape. Embedded in the two-in-one duality of the Monkey King and 
Kee is Yang's criticism of the "inherent inferiority" and "inherent distortion" 
Orientalist representations of Chinese Americans. 15 

Ethnic children's literature is "a particularly intense site of ideological 
political contest, for various groups of adults struggle over which versions 
nic identity will become institutionalized in school, home, and library 
groups and individuals often advance specific reading and purchasing 
(Smith 3). Identity pursuit becomes especially pressing in the particular 
Asian American children who are caught in "a triple bind: pressured to 
faithful to ancestral heritage, while at the same time admonished to """"u""''t: 
become fully American, but ultimately finding that because of their Asian 
many Americans will never give them full acceptance" (de Manuel and 
vi-vii). In order to fully comprehend the challenges facing writers and 
Asian American children's literature, it is worth noting some of the specific ... 
torical circumstances faced by Chinese Americans in particular and Asian 
cans in general in terms of restrictive immigration laws and the racism . 
legislation implied. The nineteenth-century anti-Chinese hysteria led to the ·· 
Chinese Exclusion Act that barred the entry of Chinese to the United States .. 
act's amendments and other related laws and regulations continued to 
anti-Chinese sentiment and restrictions for decades. 16 Pointing out that 
literature has reinforced the perception of Asian Americans as foreigners for 
erations of Americans, Sandra S. Yamate provides a survey of the history, 
recurring themes, exemplary authors, and texts of Asian American children's 
erature, as well as teaching strategies and resources (95-128). According toY 
by the late 1990s there were still far too few Asian American children's 
being published, although the depth and breadth of those that were available 
begun to play a significant role in representing the multicultural reality of 
temporary American life (98). On the one hand, Asian American children's 
ature needs to be read "as a multilayered and nuanced attempt to establish 
place of Asian American writers for children in American culture, and to 
tively engage their marginal positioning." On the other hand, "in-depth 
and interpretation of the field as a whole is rare" (de Manuel and Davis vi-ix). 
Lion a'nd the Unicorn special issue on Asian American Children's Literature ( 
was the first critical volume focusing specifically on Asian American writers 
works for children. 

By presenting a story in the graphic novel format, American Born 
plays a significant role in recasting the values of this particular generic un• ...... 

speaking, political and editorial cartoons recognized Chinese and Chi-
.-n'"""''"w as "benign and non-competitive" at the early stage of Chinese im-

when cheap laborers benefited the booming American economy. When 
sentiment intensified, the drawings published in magazines and news-

. (for example: Harper's Weekly, The Wasp, and Puck) became useful venues 
satire and generally portrayed Chinese as "caricatures representing 

'irrepressible' heathens" (Choy, Dong, and Hom 21). Such images not 
the hostility and tension during the era of exclusion but also helped 

decidedly negative stereotypes of Chinese Americans, and by extension, of 
in general. 

, .. ._,,., •... ,.,as a "distinct entertainment medium" in the 1930s, comic books con-
recycle racist stereotypes and to incorporate political propaganda, in-

·. strikingly racist portraits of Japanes·e, Koreans, and Vietnamese in comic 
World War II and:th.e Korean and Vietnam wars (Wright 

the graphic novel emerged as a popular form in the 1970s, its creators 
many conventions from serial <;omics.18 While the extreme racism of 

published earlier in the twentieth century is no longer common, until 2006 
·· novels featuring non-Caucasian characters were still rare in the United 

240 ). 
though the past three decades have witnessed a remarkable increase 

publication, influence, and classroqm adoption,· the graphic novel lacks a 
agreed-upon definition, and its legitimacy as serious literature is 
debate. Yang likes to and to tell stories, and because comics 

both visual and textual components, he calls them "the most intimate 
" (Cart 43). According to Andy Runton, award-winning author of the 

good graphic novels are child friendly because the stories "are essen-
. "and "give the early readers who can enjoy them 'a sense of accom-

(qtd. in Cart 43).19 Like many other ethnic children's texts, American 
1, .. combines folklore, oral tradition, school knowledge, and personal 

in structuring its narrative and visual presentation. Not only does 
reflect a common cultural experience for Chinese-American youth, 

also tackles themes that have universal appeal to young adults. "In the 
of Asian American young adult fiction, heralded by writers like 

Luen Yang, David Yoo, AnNa and Tanuja Desai Hidier, the ethnic identity 
protagonists takes a back seat to typical American teen preoccupations 

as social cliques, dating and college" (Macabasco 37). In many respects 
Jin's struggle is that of a typical teenager, regardless of his or her 

and cultural background. His shyness and clumsiness in front of his love 
Amelia, and his joy when she agrees to hang out with him, for example, 
with many young adult readers. His probl€.Q?. of establishing a relation-

with a girl may have as much to do with his- status as his bicultural 

his use of colorful comic panels to the traditional tale of the 
King with a contemporary American soin. Yaml nnurPrfnl 



narrative enriched by visual representatwn and cultural comptexny.ln 1998 
E. Morgan, who teaches young .adult literature at the State University of 
Georgia, wrote: "There are disturbingly few multicultural texts and even 
Asian American texts writteh·-specifically to serve the young adult market" 
Yang's work helps fill this gap by providing a visualize<;! text whose main 
ters may be Chinese American but whose central theme appeals to 
adults of various cultural backgrounds. Like many other titles from First 
Books, American Born Chinese was targeted to young readers but may 
readers of all ages (Bickers 62). The publisher states that although 
intended for young adults, American Born Chinese's themes of alienation 
self-acceptance are so universal that it is hard to identify a target audience 
(First Second Books). Yang has reconfigured the genre of the graphic novel 
its connection to children's and young adult literature by introducing 
Chfnese American characters and themes. On the question of readership, 
has noted: "I tell people I think American Born Chinese is for high school and ·· 
or junior high in moderated settings" mainly because younger children may 
fully understand the Chin-Kee character or understand him in the wrong 
(Yang 2008). 

The toy transformer that Jin plays with at the beginning of the story 
the connections between the dual identities of Jin/Danny and the Monkey 
Chin-Kee as well as the story lines of the characters' multiple 
the end, it is his master Wong Lai-Tsao who tells the Monkey King that" [to] 
your true identity ... within the will of Tze-Yo-Tzuh ... is the highest of all 
doms" (Yang 2006, 149). The Monkey King finally accepts the fact of 
monkey and accompanies his master "on his journey to the west and served 
faithfully," leaving his shoes behind (Yang 2006, 160). After completing the 
ney, the Monkey King stands in the holy presence of Tze-Yo-Tzuh and 
one of his emissaries. Similarly after many failed attempts to hide his racial 
ence in order to blend into the Caucasian student body, Jin eventually 
stands his position as well. Chin-Kee's annual visit has caused great agony 
Danny. After the embarrassing week or two of having Chin-Kee by his side 
where, Danny has to transfer to another school in order to get away from . 
identity as Chin-Kee's cousin. Yang's book does not reveal until the end , 
cousin Chin-Kee is actually the Monkey King in a different shape; his visit is 
reminder of Danny's cultural roots and a signpost to finding the youth's lost 
It is the Monkey King who tells Jin that "I would have saved myself from 
hundred years' imprisonment beneath a mountain of rock had I only 
how good it is to be a monkey" (Yang 2006, 223). The book closes with 
and Danny transforming back to their original selves, the Monkey King and 
respectively (fig. 11.5). As the panels on pages 212-13 show, after Danny 
Chin-Kee with a punch owthe face, the character Chin-Kee changes shape 
height from a human to a monkey and reveals his true form-the Monkey 
In the top panel on the next page Danny turns from being curly-
with eyes in light hues to having flat black hair and dark eyes. Such an 

the hope that the characters may unauy utdl'..<= pea'-'" ......... .. 

• of American Born Chinese, to some degree, answers the question: 
novels-and all young adult literature, really-nurture thoqght, 

:and \lnderstanding young people" 2007, 13). Many li-
·. teachers have enthusiastically embraced Yang s message about why 

belong in libraries and classrooms (Yang 2007, n).20 According to 
graphic novels are particularly useful for young adults because 

combine two divergent forms-pictures and text-that echo the con-
of the Internet and the digital technology that children grow up 
(Engberg 75). Yang has presented American Born Chinese to young 

11 as to other readers with an invitation to rethink the implications of 
we d . 1 · · literature within the context of i<;lentity formation an transnat10na 

u.s. From American Born Chinese 213-14. Copyright© Gene Luen Yang 2006. 

with the permission of First Second·Books, an imprint of Roaring Brook Press, 
a division ofHoltzbrinck Publishing Holdings Limited Partpership. 



Figure 11.5. (Continued) 

NOTES 
············································································································ 

1. Acknowledgement: I thank First Second Books and Gene Luen Yang for 
to my questions and am very grateful for Gina Gagliano from First Second Books for her 
in obtaining copyright permission and getting responses from the publisher and Gene 

2. In Andre Lefevere's study, Translation, Rewriting, and the Manipulation of 
Fame (1992), rewriting comes in many forms and plays a crucial role in addressing the 
issues of power, ideology, institution, and manipulation. . 

3· There has not been a commonly agreed definition of the graphic novel, even . 
though the past few decades have witnessed a remarkable increase in its publication 
cultural influence. The term "graphic novel," coined by Richard Kyle in 1964 to refer 
comic books in general, has been used to "designate publications that differed from 
comic books only in number of pages and thickness of cover stock" (Harvey n6). I 
the term "graphic novel" to refer to both fictional and nonfictional accounts 
the form of book-length comics. 

4· American Born Chinese has won the Eisner Award for Best Graphic Album, the 
Reuben Award for Best Graphic Novel, and Chinese American Librarians Association 

It is Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year, School Library Journal Best 
of the Year, the Booklist Editors' Choice Book, the San Francisco Chronicle Best Book 
Year, and Library Media Editor's Choice for 2007. . 

5. A few such examples include the Publishers Weekly's review, "American Born 
"on June 12, 2006; Jesse Karp's review for the Booklist on September 1, 2006; the 

]ournafs review, "American Born Chinese," in fall2oo6; Shelley Glantz's 
·for the Library Media Connection in January 2007; the Current Events's review, 

Words," on February 5, 2007; and Michele Gorman's review for the February 
of the Teacher Librarian. Overall, these reviewers applauded Yang's book for its 

style, its compelling story line, and its universal appeal to young adult readers. 
In his interview with Rick Margolis in 2006, Yang talked about some of these 
themes as the reason that he abandoned the original plan of writing three 

books and produced one unified work inste"ad (Margolis 41). 
The other three are San guo yanyi (The Romance of the Three Kingdoms, Luo 

fourteenth century), Shuihu zhuan (The Water Margin, Shi Nai'an, seven-
century), and Hong lou meng (The Dream of.'the Red Chamber, Cao Xueqin, 

century). 
In his book The Classic Chinese Novel: A Critical Introduction (1968), C. T. Hsia 
a brief overview of the scholarly study on the authorship and historical basis of 

to the West as well as the evolution of the basic story line in different texts 
the novel came into being (116-25). 

· 9· Anthony C. Yu provides a brief overview ofXuanzang's experience as well as the 
and literary texts regarding his trip to India in the introduction to his four-

translation of the novel The Journey to the West (1-13). 
Many scholars have studied the possible origins and models of the character 
in The Journey to the West. Hu Shi, ·a renowned Chinese scholar in the early 
century, for instance, suggested Hanurnan from the Indian epic The Ramayana 

prototype of the Chinese Monkey King (1923/1988, 2:902-04). His study of The 
to the West is influential. Whalen Lai's article that traces Monkey's background to 

"'"'"""'".'"'of a mythic battle, a medieval Buddhist saint, a folk Zen parody, and an 
tradition about the Chinese Titans (29-65) and Meir Shahar's study of the monkey 

the Lingyin Monastery in Hangzhou, China (193-224) are two examples of recent. 
exploration. 

In China besides the many different editions of the novel The Journey to the 
have been adaptations of the story in serial picture books, comics, television series, 
plays, animation, and other forms. Monkey's name remains well known in almost 
Chinese household today. In English, Arthur Waley's abridged Monkey, 

Novel of China (1943), is widely known and read. Waley's version includes chapters 
18-19, 22, 37-39, 44-49, and 98-100 of the classic Chinese novel. Anthony C. Yu's 

translation, The Journey to the West (1977), is the first fully translated text of 
one hundred chapters. Both the 2001 two-pa1t television miniseries, The Lost Empire, 
the 2008 live-action feature film, The Forbidden Kingdom, are mixtures of fantasy and 

adventure loosely based on Chinese novel. All these sources have helped 
the Monkey King's fame among English speakers. 
These authors in general sanitize the story of thelv1onkey King in order for it to 

for child audience and families: the reli!}ious· aspects of the novel The 
to the West are down played; the gothic description of monstrous creatures and 
battles are eliminated; complicated and intertwined story lines are recast; the 
King stands out as the main character. 



13. The list of comic books featuring the Monkey King is extensive, including: ·. 
Hyun-Jong Choi's Trickster King Monkey Comic (1988), Chang Book Kiat's The 
the Monkey King (1999) and Adven_tures of the Monkey King (2oo6), Kevin Lau and 
Ko's XIN: Journey of the Monkey.J.([ng and Katsuya Terada's The Monkey 
(2005). - . 

14. In his speech at the Printz Award ceremony, Gene Yang said Chin-Kee's 
hairstyle, and facial features were inspired_ by the overtly racist imagery in the late 
and, in particular, by a political cartoon of"sanctioned discrimination and •• ·uu::JJL" 

against Chinese Americans in the early 1900s and the Fu Manchu-like characters in 
detective comics (2007, 12-14). · 

15. Perry Nodelman uses these terms in analyzing Orientalism, colonialism, 
children's literature (29-35). 

16. Alexander Saxton's The Indispensable Enemy: Labor and the Anti-Chinese 
Movement in California (1971) and Jean Pfaelzer's Driven Out: The Forgotten War 
Chinese Americans (2008) are useful sources on this subject. 

17. The educational value of graphic novels is of particular significance for 
adult readers, as many educators and librarians have noticed. For example, the 
Adult Library Services Association sponsored an event in 2002 called "Getting 
Your Library," which became the best-attended American Library Association's 
ence of that year (Cart 43). Education professionals have recognized the usefulness 
graphic novels and other media in teaching visual literacy, developing coJnprettenswi 
thinking skills, and achieving the fundamental goal of education: "to teach effective • 
communication" (Frey and Fisher 1). 

18. Will Eisner's A Contract with God and Other Tenement Stories (1978) is 
considered one of the first American graphic novels. Although Eisner did not invent 
term "graphic novel," he has played a significant role in advocating for this genre 
introducing it to a broad range of readers. 

19· Andy Run ton's Owly series won the 2005 Harvey Award for Best New 
2005 Ignatz Award for Promising New Talent, the 2006 Eisner Award for Best 
for a Younger Audience, and the 2006 Ignatz Award for Best Series. 

20. As an educator himself Gene Yang is an advocate for the educational uses 
comics. He has served as a math and computer science teacher, an educational 
gist, and the Director oflnformation Services at Bishop O'Dowd High School in 
California. Yang started to explore the educational values of comics years before he 
published American Born Chinese. For example, when he was a substitute teacher he 
drew out the algebra lessons in comics that his students loved; he later wrote his 
thesis on the educational uses of comics based on this experience (Engberg 75). 
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